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1924 ANNOUNCEMENT

HACHIYA PERSIMMONS

We are offering for the 1924 planting the finest lot of trees we have yet grown, at greatly reduced prices. Our trees are on both one and two year roots, mostly on Lotus stock. We also have trees on the Japanese Kaki stock. The scions were cut under my personal direction, from our own marked, bearing trees of the best characteristics; also from a bearing grove of so-called Thales trees, which produce very fine large fruit. These scions are not from prunings, but from strong healthy wood, and are the best that can be obtained. This is important as there are several inferior strains of the Hachiya.

Our experience of 25 years has been used to the limit in the growing of these fine trees, and we are prepared for any competition in quality or price.

A Persimmon Growers' Association has been formed as a Department of the Farm Bureau. All desiring to become members are requested to send name to W. S. Rosecrans, Sec'y. Farm Bureau, Courthouse, Los Angeles,
Cal. No fee. A meeting and exhibition will be held in October, at which much new information concerning Persimmon problems will be available. A marketing committee will endeavor to provide means for Eastern shipments; both to relieve the local market, and to create a demand for this fruit in Eastern markets, where it is practically unknown, and commands high prices. We wish to emphasize the desirability of intersetting the Persimmon in young Orange and Lemon groves. We are getting 10 tons of fruit from trees interset in Grapefruit, 24 feet apart. An inspection of our orchard and Nurseries is invited.

This year I am branching the 1st grade trees in a manner similar to the usual practice for orange and lemon trees, which I believe is the best method, and will sell by caliper instead of height. A certain number of extra large trees, suitable for resetting will be segregated as the Jumbo grade. The first grade will be ½-inch caliper and up. The second grade will be good trees from 2½ feet to ½-in. caliper.
PRICE LIST

HACHIYA PERSIMMONS

Jumbo grade, extra large..................$1.75 each
1st grade, ½-in. caliper up..............$1.50 each
2nd grade, 2½-ft. to ½-in. caliper $1.25 each

Special Discounts for quantity.

Terms:—¼ cash with order; balance when trees are ready to ship.

A limited number of Hyakume Persimmons, Wonderful Pomegranates, Figs and Placentia Walnuts will be available at fair prices.